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It is proved that for infinitely many n there is a directed acyclic graph with vertex indegrees 
bounded by 2 that has a strategy of the black-white pebble game using n pebbles and for 
which any strategy of the black pebble game requires Q(n log n/log log n) pebbles. This shows 
that there is a family of straight-line programs for which nondeterminism reduces the space 
required to evaluate the programs by more than any constant factor. 8 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The black-white pebble game is a one player game played on a directed acyclic 
graph (henceforth called a dag). Two types of tokens (black and white pebbles) are 
placed on, and removed from, the vertices of the dag according to the following 
rules. 
1. A black pebble may be placed on a vertex if and only if all of the immediate 
predecessors of that vertex have pebbles (of either color). 
2. A black pebble may be removed at any time. 
3. A white pebble may be placed on a vertex at any time. 
4. A white pebble may be removed from a vertex if and only if all of the 
immediate predecessors of that vertex have pebbles. 
A sequence of valid pebble moves is called a black-white strategy if, starting from 
a pebble-free dag, every vertex of the dag is eventually pebbled when the moves are 
carried out, and at the end the dag is again pebble-free. The black pebble game is 
the restriction of the black-white pebble game in which only black pebbles are 
used, so that only rules 1 and 2 apply. A black strategy is a black-white strategy in 
which only black pebbles are used. 
Pebble moves are considered to be made at consecutive integer times, with the 
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initial state of the dag existing at time 0. A pebble is placed on a vertex u at time t if 
u has no pebble at time t - 1 and has a pebble at time t. A pebble is removed from 
vertex c at time t if u has a pebble at time t - 1 and not at time t. The cost of a 
strategy is the maximum number of pebbles on the dag at any one time as the 
strategy is carried out. The cost of black [black-white] pebbling a dag G is the 
minimum cost of any black [black-white] strategy for G, and is denoted b(G) 
Cbw(G)l. 
The black pebble game models the deterministic evaluation of straight-line 
programs. A straight-line program can be represented in a natural way by a dag 
whose vertices are the variables of the straight-line program and whose edges are 
the pairs (x, y) such that x is in the right side of the assignment for y. (In the model 
of straight-line programs assumed here each non-input variable appears on the left 
side of exactly one assignment statement.) If a black pebble is on vertex u that 
means that the value of u has been computed and is stored in a register. The 
minimum number of registers needed to deterministically evaluate a straight-line 
program is clearly equal to the cost of black pebbling the corresponding dag. 
The black-white pebble game models the nondeterministic evaluation of straight- 
line programs. Black pebbles represent registers containing deterministically com- 
puted results, as before, and white pebbles represent registers containing nondeter- 
ministic guesses. Guesses can be made at any time but must eventually be verified. 
The minimum number of registers needed to nondeterministically evaluate a 
straight-line program.is equal to the cost of black-white pebbling the corresponding 
dag. 
The graph theoretic formulation of the black pebble game was first described by 
Hewitt and Paterson [4], although the essential ideas of the black pebble game are 
contained in an earlier paper by Friedman [3]. The blackkwhite pebble game was 
defined by Cook and Sethi [2], who used it to provide evidence that there are 
functions computable in polynomial time but not in poly-log space. There have 
been many results on both pebble games since they were introduced; comprehensive 
surveys are provided by Pippenger [ 10, 111. 
The principal question remaining has been whether there is a family of dags 
G,, Gz,... with vertex indegrees uniformly bounded by a constant such that 
lim /, + 2 b(G,)/WG,) = co. This would correspond to a class of straight-line 
programs for which the space required to evaluate the programs deterministically is 
more than any constant times the space required to evaluate them nondeter- 
ministically. 
Cook [l] showed that the cost of black pebbling a pyramid graph with N ver- 
tices at its base is N+ 1, and Cook and Sethi [2] showed that the black-white cost 
is at least n- N 2 1. Meyer auf der Heide [9] proved that if the cost of black-white 
pebbling a dag is N then the cost of black pebbling that dag is no more than 
+(N2-N)+ 1. Th is subsumes the result of Cook and Sethi for black-white 
strategies on pyramid graphs, and may be regarded as a pebbling analog of 
Savitch’s well-known theorem that NSPACE(f) E DSPACE(f’) [ 121. 
Meyer auf der Heide [9] also showed that a pyramid graph with N vertices at its 
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base has a black-white strategy using r$N] + 2 pebbles. Together with Cook’s 
lower bound for black strategies [ 1 ] this shows that the addition of white pebbles 
reduces the cost of pebbling a pyramid graph by a factor of two. 
Loui [8] and Meyer auf der Heide [9] independently proved that for any balan- 
ced tree T, bw( T) 3 $b( T). Lengauer and Tarjan [6] showed that this result applies 
to arbitrary trees. Klawe [5] further extended this result, proving that, for a large 
class of dags that spread out sufficiently rapidly, the cost blackkwhite pebbling is at 
least half the cost of black pebbling. The definition of “spreading graph” is fairly 
technical; included in the class are pyramid graphs and various generalizations of 
pyramid graphs. Klawe’s result shows that Meyer auf der Heide’s black-white 
strategy for pyramids is optimal. 
The only previous results that show a difference of more than a constant factor 
between black and black-white strategies are time-space trade-offs for certain types 
of permutation graphs. (Here, space is the number of pebbles used and time is the 
number of moves.) The largest such difference is due to Lengauer and Tarjan [7], 
who obtained time-space trade-offs for a type of permutation graph called a bit 
reversal graph. For a bit reversal graph with N nodes the time-space trade-off for 
the black pebble game is T= O(N2/S) and for the black-white pebble game is 
T= O(N2/S2 + N). So if the time is restricted to be O(N) nondeterminism reduces 
the space required by a square root. However, if no bound is placed on the time the 
black pebbling cost of any permutation graph is no more than 3. 
Here we show that for infinitely many n there is a dag with vertex indegrees 
bounded by 2 that has a blackkwhite pebbling cost of n and a black pebbling cost 
of Q(n log n/log log n). 
2. OVERVIEW 
The intuition as to why nondeterminism should save space in the model of 
straight-line programs is as follows. Suppose that for some straight-line program we 
have a deterministic evaluation strategy such that there is a time interval during 
which many intermediate values must be kept in registers while some hard-to-com- 
pute variable x is computed. During that interval enough registers to compute x 
will have to be allocated in addition to the registers already in use, resulting in a 
pile up of many registers in use at one time. A nondeterministic evaluation strategy 
can avoid this pile up by guessing the value of x when it is first needed, continuing 
with the computation while retaining the guessed value in a register, and then 
verifying the guess (by computing the value of x) when sufficient space has been 
freed. In other words, a nondeterministic strategy can take out a loan when costs 
are high and pay it back when costs are low, thus reducing the worst case cost. 
The proof is divided into two parts. In the first part a family of dags with vertex 
indegrees bounded by 2 is defined. The cost of black-white pebbling these dags is 
shown to be low. In order to show that pebbles must pile up during any black 
strategy it is necessary to be able to talk about the behaviour of whole groups of 
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pebbles at once. For this purpose a new type of pebble game, played on the cells of 
a matrix, is defined. For each dag in the family there is a corresponding matrix. 
Each pebble on the matrix represents many pebbles on the dag. In this way the 
matrix pebble game allows us to concentrate on the overall motion of groups of 
pebbles in a black strategy and to ignore the unenlightening details of individual 
pebble moves. 
Most of the first part of the proof consists of a number of lemmas that show that 
a black strategy for a dag can be translated into a matrix pebbling strategy in such 
a way that lower bounds on matrix pebbling strategies yield lower bounds on black 
strategies for the dags. In the second part of the proof a lower bound on matrix 
pebbling is proved that is sufficient to get the desired lower bound for black 
strategies on the dags. 
3. THE MATRIX PEBBLE GAME AND ITS RELATION TO BLACK PEBBLING 
3.1. The Matrix Pebble Game 
Let M be a p x (p + 1) matrix. The order p matrix pebble game is played on cells 
in the set h4” = {M, 1 1 d id p and 1 <j d 2 [i/21}, i.e., the cells on and below the 
main diagonal together with the cell Mi, i+, when i is odd. A cell M, is above M,, 
provided that M, E W, j = I, and i < k. The predecessor of M, E Mp is Mj, i-, if i is 
odd and j> 1 and is Mi,,+, if i is even and j < i. If either i is odd and j= 1 or i is 
even and j= i then M,j has no predecessor. The “successor” relation is the inverse of 
the “predecessor” relation. 
The rules for the matrix pebble game are as follows. 
1. A pebble may be placed on a cell m E Mp provided that all of the cells 
above m have pebbles and the predecessor of m (if it has one) has a pebble. If m has 
no predecessor we only require that all of the cells above m have pebbles. 
2. A pebble may be removed at any time. 
The goal is to carry out a sequence of legal moves starting from a matrix with no 
pebbles on it such that every cell in Mp is pebbled at some time. Such a sequence of 
moves is called a matrix strategy. Equivalently, a matrix strategy is a legal sequence 
of moves starting with a pebble-free matrix that eventually places a pebble on 
M p. p + , when p is odd and on Mp, , when p is even. It is easy to see that these cells 
cannot be pebbled without first pebbling all other cells in Mp. Figure 1 shows a 
configuration of the matrix pebble game for p = 6 with x’s in all positions that may 
be pebbled on the next move. 
The kth diagonal of Mp is the set {M,EMPIi-j+2=k). Mp has p+l 
diagonals. For k E [ 1, p + 1 ] each cell of diagonal k is assigned the weight 
8 
Wk=(k+ l)ln2(k+ 1)’ 
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column 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FIG. I. A conliguration of M6. Legal moves are marked with an x 
The weight of a configuration of the matrix pebble game is the sum of the weights 
of all cells in AP with pebbles on them. The weight of a matrix strategy is the 
maximum weight of any of the configurations produced by the strategy. 
3.2. The Dags 
We construct a family of dags such that the pth dag has a black-white strategy 
using O(n) pebbles, where n = r(p + 2) ln2( p + 2)1, and has a black strategy using 
q pebbles only if there is a matrix strategy for Mp with weight O(q/n). In Section 4 
we show that any strategy for Mp has weight Q(log p/log log p). Thus 
q = Q(n log n/log log 0). 
The dag G, is constructed by connecting together a number of smaller dags 
called blocks. The blocks of G, are B,, for in [ 1, p] and Jo [ 1,2 [i/2]]. The 
relations “above” and “predecessor” are defined for blocks as they are for cells in 
MP. We say that two blocks are in the same block-row [block-column] when their 
first [second] indices are the same. The diagonals of G, are defined as they are for 
Mp. Let 
n = r(p + 2) ln2( p + 2)l. 
The height of block B, in diagonal k = i-j + 2 is defined to be Tn. ~~1. Let h be the 
height of block B, let h, be the height of its predecessor (0 if B has no predecessor), 
and let h,,..., h, be the heights of the blocks above B, in order from lowest num- 
bered block-row to highest numbered block-row. Let m = h, + . . . + h,. The length, 
A, of B is defined to be h + h, + m. Block B with height h and length ,I has vertices 
uO, where iE [l, h] and jE [l, A]. The edges of B are (u,, u~,~+~), for i E [l, h] and 
iG [IIT n-11, and (0,~ ‘(imodh)+I,j+l , ) for ie[l,h] and jE[A--h+l,A-11. 
Figure 2 shows a block with h = m = 5 and h, = 4. (The blocks actually used have 
more rows and usually have more columns.) 
RowiofBistheset {~~~Il<j~A),andcolumnjistheset {uiiIl<idh}.The 
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FIG. 2. A block with h = m = 5 and h, = 4. 
first h,, columns of B are called the start section of B, the next m columns are the 
middle section, and the last h columns are the end section. The vertices in column 1 
are called the input vertices of B. The vertices in column 1 are called the output ver- 
tices of B, and for convenience we denote the ith output vertex, vii., by oi. For 
i E [ 1, m + 11, column hp + i is called the ith level of B. When i 6 m level i is the ith 
column of the middle section, and level m + 1 is the first column of the end section. 
When blocks are connected together to form G, any edge that leaves a block 
leaves an output vertex, and all edges that enter a block enter one of the vertices in 
the start or middle sections. A vertex u in G, that is not in B is connected to column 
j of B if for each u in column j the edge (u, v) is in G,. We say in that case that u is 
a pre-vertex of B. The edges entering each block B are as follows. If B has a 
predecessor, each of the h, output vertices of the predecessor is connected to a dis- 
tinct column in the start section of B. Let B,, B2,..., B, be the blocks above B, in 
order from lowest numbered block-row to highest numbered block-row. Each of the 
h, output vertices of B, is connected to a distinct column of B among the first h, 
levels of B. Each of the h, output vertices of B, is connected to a distinct column of 
B among the next h, levels of B, and so on, ending with each of the h, output ver- 
tices of B, being connected to distinct columns among the last h, levels of B’s mid- 
dle section. The blocks and the edges connecting them make up G,. Every vertex 
has indegree 2 or less. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of G5, where 
blocks are represented by rectangles and the arrows within the rectangles point 
from lower numbered columns to higher numbered columns (the “direction of black 
pebbling”). The numbers within the rectangles are the heights of the blocks. Each 
edge in the figure leaving a block B, of height h, and entering a block B, represents 
the collection of h, connections from output vertices of B, to consecutive columns 
in the start or middle section of B,. An edge entering the side of a block represents 
a collection of connections to columns in the start section of the block. Edges enter- 
ing the top of a block represent collections of connections to columns in the middle 
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FIG. 3. A schematic representation of G, 
section of the block, and are shown entering the block in the order that the connec- 
tions are made to the columns. 
LEMMA 1. bw(G,) = O(n). 
Proof. We have p + 1~ n and 
Therefore the sum of the heights of all blocks within a single block-column of G, is 
less than 
Pfl P+l 
;C, bCw+l+ C i=l (i+l)ln (i+1)C18n’ "", 
Note that a block of height h with pebbles on all of its pre-vertices can be pebbled 
using either h + 2 black pebbles or h + 2 white pebbles. We pebble G, one block- 
column at a time, pebbling in the “forward” direction on odd block-rows with black 
pebbles and in the “reverse” direction on even block-rows with white pebbles. 
Block-columns are pebbled in sequence, from 1 to 2 rp/21. The invariant main- 
tained is that before any blocks in block-column j are pebbled, j > 1, the output ver- 
tices of all blocks in block-column j - 1 have pebbles (black pebbles on odd block- 
rows, white pebbles on even block-rows). Block-column j is pebbled as follows. 
1. White pebbles are placed on the output vertices of each block in an even 
block-row of block-column j. 
2. If j > 1, all white pebbles in block-column j - 1 are removed by pebbling 
the blocks in even block-rows of block-column j- 1 in order from highest num- 
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bered block-row to lowest numbered block-row. When white pebbles are removed 
in this order each block in an even block-row of block-column j- 1 has pebbles on 
all of its pre-vertices during the time it is pebbled. 
3. The blocks in odd block-rows of block-column j are pebbled with black 
pebbles, in order from lowest numbered block-row to highest, and black pebbles 
are left on each of their output vertices. At each step the block being pebbled has all 
of its pre-vertices pebbled. 
4. If j> 1 all black pebbles in block-column j- 1 are removed. 
After these steps have been carried out the invariant for block-column j+ 1 is 
achieved, and there are no pebbles in block-columns less than j. After pebbles have 
been placed on the output vertices of the blocks in block-column 2rp/21 steps (2) 
and (4) are used to first remove the white pebbles in the block-column and then the 
black pebbles. It is easy to verify that the procedure uses no more than 36n + 2 
pebbles. 1 
3.3. Trunslating Black Strategies into Matrix Strategies 
We now describe how to translate black strategies for G, into matrix strategies 
for Mp. 
DEFINITION. A block B of height h is loaded if there are h vertex-disjoint paths 
each starting at a distinct input vertex of B and ending at a distinct pebbled vertex 
of B. 
DEFINITION. A block B of height h is full if there are h vertex-disjoint paths each 
starting at a distinct input vertex of B and ending at a distinct pebbled vertex in the 
middle or end section of B. (If a block is full it is also loaded.) 
DEFINITION. A block is supported if it and all the blocks above it are full. 
For each move of a black strategy for G, we carry out 0 or more pebbling moves 
on Mp, according to the following rules. 
1. For each M, E Mp such that M, does not already have a pebble and B, is 
supported, place a pebble on M,, proceeding in order from the lowest numbered 
row to the highest. 
2. If M, E Mp has a pebble and B, is not full and its successor is not loaded 
then remove the pebble from M,. If M, has no successor remove its pebble if B, is 
not full. 
We must show that if G, and Mp are initially pebble-free then the above rules 
will translate black strategies for G, using q pebbles into matrix strategies for MP of 
weight O(q/n). This is done in the remainder of this section. The next three lemmas 
establish some needed technical properties of black strategies for G,. The reader 
may find it convenient at first to skip Lemma 2 and read only the statements of 
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Lemmas 3 and 4. We assume that all pebbling strategies for G, are black strategies 
in the rest of this section. 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a block with height h and m columns in its middle section. Let 
T= [t,, t,] be a time interval. Let there be times t,,..., t,E T such that at time ti there 
is a pebble on the ith output vertex of B, 0,. Let t,,, = min, C1 Cn ti. Then one of the . . 
following is true. 
1. B is full throughout the interval [t,, tmin], or 
2. there exist times zI ,..., z, + L E T with z1 < . ‘. < t, + , such that B is full 
throughout the interval [T,, z,+ 1] an d at t ime zi a pebble is placed on a vertex in the 
ith level of B. 
Proof. Suppose (1) does not hold. Then at some time t, E [t,, tmin] there is a 
row with no pebbles on it within the middle or end sections, say row j. Call an out- 
put vertex covered if every path to that vertex from a vertex in level 1 contains a 
vertex with a pebble. At time t, vertex o, is not covered, whereas at time tj> t, ver- 
tex o, is covered. Let t, be the latest time in the interval [t,, tj] at which oj is not 
covered. Let tr = t, + 1. At time th there is a pebble-free path rt ending at o, and 
starting at some vertex y in level 1. Let k be the index of the row that contains y, let 
x be the input vertex in row k, and let z be the vertex in row k and level m + 1. 
Path z from y to oj must include z. Let n’ be the part of rr that begins at z and ends 
at 0,. Path n’ is pebble-free at time t,, but not at time t, so there must be a first time 
T nr+, in the interval [r,, tj] when z is pebbled. Vertex y must be pebbled at time T,, 
otherwise 71 would still be pebble-free at z, . At time t, row k cannot have any peb- 
bles in levels 2 through m + 1. Thus, since z is pebbled at time z, + 1 there must be 
times r2 < . . <r, such that t,<r*, r,<r,+,, and the vertex in row k and level i 
is pebbled at time z,. 
We show that block B is full throughout the time interval [r,, r,,,, I]. The 
argument is essentially the same as that used by Cook for his lower bound on the 
cost of black pebbling pyramid graphs [ 11. Let t E [T,, 5, + ,I. Path 7~’ is pebble- 
free at time t (except there might be a pebble on z). Let set S be the last h - 1 ver- 
tices of rc’. Each vertex in S has indegree 2, and no vertex in S has a pebble at time 
t. We may construct h - 1 vertex-disjoint paths, 71, ,..., rc,, _ , , from distinct input ver- 
tices other than x to the vertices in S. This is done as follows. For v E S, one of the 
edges entering v is not in 7~‘. Extend a path backwards straight along the direction 
of this edge to some vertex e in level m + 1, then extend the path further back along 
the row containing e to an input vertex. (See Fig. 4.) The paths rcr ,..., nh _, so con- 
structed are vertex-disjoint and each has only its final vertex (in S) in common with 
path rc. Let path n,, be the edges of row k from vertex x to vertex z. Path rr,, is ver- 
tex-disjoint from paths 71 I ,..., rch _ r . At time t vertex oj is covered, and all of the ver- 
tices in S are pebble-free, so there must be a pebble in the middle or end section of 
B on each of the paths rci, for ie [ 1, h]. Thus there are h vertex-disjoint paths from 
input vertices to pebbled vertices in the middle or end section of B. # 
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FIG. 4. The construction of H, ,..., n,, for h = 4. 
LEMMA 3. Let the first 1 blocks of a block-column of G, be B,,..., B,, in order 
from lowest numbered block-row to highest. Let B, have height h and output vertices 
0, ,..., oh. Let T= [t,, t,] be a time interval, and for iE [ 1, h] let t,E T be a time 
which there is a pebble on oi. Let tmin =min,,i<hti. . . Then one of the following is true. 
1. B, is full throughout the interval [t,, tmin], or 
2. there is a time t E T at which B, is supported. 
Proof. (By induction on I). Assume the lemma is true for all positive 1’ < 1. If B, 
is full throughout the interval [t,, tmin] then we are done. Otherwise, let m be the 
number of columns in the middle section of B,. For each positive i< 1 let hi be the 
height of Bi. Let u, = 1 and, for ie [2,1], let ui= uiP, + hip r, so that ui, ui + l,..., 
Ui+t - 1 are the indices of those levels of B, that an output vertex of Bi is connected 
to. By Lemma 2 there are times z, ,..., z,+ 1 E T, where z1 -C ... < z,+ 1, such that at 
time ri a pebble is placed on a vertex in level i of B,, and B, is full throughout the 
interval [rl, z, + ,I. Let k be the largest positive integer less than 1 such that there is 
a time in the interval CT,, r,,] when Bk is not full. (If there is no such k we are 
done-blocks B, ,..., B, are all full at time tl .) At the times rUk ,..., Tag+, _, pebbles are 
placed on the levels of B, to which the outputs of B, are connected. So each output 
vertex of B, must have a pebble on it at some time in the interval [tuk, zUk+, _ ,I. By 
the induction hypothesis, ’ 
. . 
using the substrtutrons t, + T,, t, + T 
u&+1--l’ 
and 
ti+- T Uk+i-,, there is a time tE [r,, rUt+,-l ] at which B, is supported, i.e., B, ,..., B, 
are all full. Since tc [r,, z,,] for iE [k+ 1, I- 11, we have that Bk+ ,,..., B,-, are 
also full at time t. Finally, t E [s, , T,,, + 1] so B, is full at time t. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let B be a block of G, with predecessor C. Let Gr be pebble-free at 
time 0, and let t, > 0 be a time at which B is full. Then there is a time t, E [I, t,] at 
which C is supported and such that for all times in the interval [t,, t,] either C is full 
or B is loaded. 
Proof Let the height of B be h, and let s be the number of columns in its start 
section. At time t, there are vertex-disjoint paths zn, ,..., z,, leading from input ver- 
tices of B to pebbled vertices in the middle or end section of B. At time 0 none of 
these paths have pebbles on them so let t, be the latest time in [0, t,] such that at 
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least one of the paths rr, ,..., rc/, is pebble-free. Choose k so that rrk is pebble-free at 
time t,. By definition of f, block B is loaded throughout the interval [It, + 1, r,]. 
At time t, path 71~ is pebble-free and at time t, path rck has a pebble in the middle 
or end section, i.e., in some column greater than s. Thus there are times 
zI ,..., z,) E [r, + 1, t,,] such that at time zi the vertex of 7~~. in column i of B is peb- 
bled. At these times the various output vertices of C must have pebbles. Let t, be 
the latest time in the interval [0, t ,] such that C is not full. There is such a time 
since C is not full at time 0. By Lemma 3 there is a time t, E [tz, t,] such that C is 
supported. If t,, < t, then by definition of t, block C is full throughout the interval 
[t,,, r,]. Block B is loaded throughout [tl + 1, t,], so either C is full or B is loaded 
throughout [ts, t,]. 1 
We can now easily prove that the previously given rules translate black strategies 
for G, into matrix strategies for Mp in the desired way. 
LEMMA 5. If G, and Mp are initially pebble-free then any legal sequence of black 
pebbling moves for G, is translated into a legal sequence of pebbling moves for Mp by 
rules 1 and 2. 
Proof: Pebbles can be removed at any time in the matrix pebble game, so we 
must show that all moves placing pebbles are legal. Rule 1 is the only rule that 
causes pebbles to be placed. Suppose a pebble placed at time t, of the sequence of 
moves for G, causes a pebble to be placed on cell M, in the matrix pebble game. 
Rule 1 ensures that all cells in Mp above M, have pebbles at the time M, is peb- 
bled, because if a block is supported all the blocks above it are supported. We must 
show that the predecessor of M, (if there is one) also has a pebble at this time. Sup- 
pose M, has a predecessor. At time t, block B, is full since it is supported. Let C be 
the predecessor of B,. By Lemma 4 there is a time t, < t, such that C is supported 
at time t,s and throughout the interval [t,, t,] either C is full or B, is loaded. By 
rule 1, a pebble is placed on the predecessor of M, at time t,? (if there is not one 
there already). By rule 2 this pebble can be removed only if C is not full and B, is 
not loaded, a condition that does not occur in the interval [t,, t,]. So at time t, the 
predecessor of M, has a pebble. 1 
LEMMA 6. Any black strategy for G, is translated by rules 1 and 2 into a matrix 
strategy ,for Mp. 
Proof. Lemma 5 shows that the matrix pebbling moves are legal, so it suffices to 
show that the most difficult cell to pebble of the matrix pebble game is pebbled. Let 
m=M,,,, or Mp ,, according to whether p is odd or even, and let B = BP, p + , or 
BP,, be’the corresponding block of G,. Let tr be the time of the final move of the 
black strategy for G,. Then for each output vertex of B there is a time in T= [0, t,] 
when that vertex has a pebble. Since B is not full at time 0 we conclude by 
Lemma 3 that there is a time t E T when B is supported. At this time a pebble is 
placed on m by rule 1. 1 
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LEMMA 7. If a black strategy for G, uses q pebbles then it is translated by rules 1 
and 2 into a matrix strategy for Mp of weight no more than 4q/n. 
Prooj: Lemma 6 shows that a black strategy for G, is translated into a matrix 
strategy for MP; we must show that the bound on the weight holds. Let q be the 
number of pebbles used by the black strategy for G, and let u be the weight of the 
matrix strategy for Mp. Consider any time t during the black strategy for G,. Let qt 
be the number of pebbles on G, at that time and let U, be the weight of the con- 
figuration on MP at that time after rules 1 and 2 have been carried out. If a block 
B, in diagonal k = i-j + 2 is loaded then there are at least nwk pebbles on it (since 
the height of block B, is at least nwk). So if L, is the set of loaded blocks at time t 
we have qr>Ce,,tL,nwiPj+2. Associate with each block B, cell M, and the 
predecessor of M, (if IVI,~ has a predecessor). The total weight of the cells associated 
withB,indiagonalk=i-j+2isatmostw,+w,+,ifiisoddandw,+w,_,ifiis 
even. For all k, wk + , < wk. Also, when i is even wk- I < 3w,, so in all cases the 
weight of the cells associated with B, is less than 4w,. By rule 2, a pebble is on cell 
M, only if either B, or its successor (if it has one) is loaded. Thus the weight of the 
pebbled cells in MP at time t is at most the weight of the cells associated with 
blocks that are loaded at time t, so U, < &,e L, 4w,- j+ 2. Therefore U, < 4q,/n. Tak- 
ing the maximum over all times t, we have u < 4q/n. 1 
4. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE MATRIX PEBBLE GAME 
In this section we prove that any matrix strategy for Mp must have weight 
O(log p/log log p). Roughly, we will show that there must be some time during any 
strategy for Mp at which there are a large number of pebbles near the first diagonal, 
where the weights are high. 
Say that a pebble configuration for Mp is partial if there are no pebbles on any 
cells in row p. A partial strategy for Mp is a sequence of legal pebble moves that 
starts from some partial configuration and eventually pebbles every cell in row p. 
(Note that every matrix strategy is a partial strategy.) The weight of a partial 
strategy is the maximum of the weight of the initial partial configuration and all 
configurations produced by the partial strategy. 
Let p, := 2 and for a 2 2 let 
Pi = wp, - 1 +4)ln2(p,-, +4)+p,-, + 11. 
(Note that every pO is even.) Our goal is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. For all a > 1, any partial strategy for Mpa requires weight at least a. 
The proof of Theorem 1 makes use of the fact that any partial strategy on Mpu 
must induce partial strategies on various submatrices of Mpa. By analyzing the 
interaction of the partial strategies on the submatrices we can get a lower bound on 
the weight of any partial strategy for Mpa. 
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FIG. 5. M6 with its channel shaded. 
DEFINITION. The channel of MP is the set {M, E Mp 1 j > i or (i odd and 
j= i- 1)). Figure 5 shows M6 and its channel. Note that the weights have been 
chosen so that every cell in the channel has weight at least one. 
LEMMA 8. Let i>O and let t be a time at which the channel of Mp contains no 
pebbles between rows 1 and 2i + 1, and let t’ > t be a time at which Mzi+ ,, zi+2 has a 
pebble. Then there are times to < . . . < t; with t < t, and ti< t’ such that a pebble is 
placed on M,, ,.2,f2 at time t, 
Proof: This follows immediately from the rules for the matrix pebble game. 1 
For each a Z 1, let Q” = MpU and for u 2 2 let I, = $(p, - p,- 1). Fix a > 2. For 
each kE [l, 1,] let 
C,= {M,EQ“li6pa~, +2k and j>,2k+ 1). 
Each Ck is a submatrix of QU equivalent to QUp ’ (see Fig. 6). The bottom row of C, 
is the set of cells (Miic Ck ) i = p, _, + 2k). The floor of Ck is the set of cells 
{M,EQUIiE[p,-l+2k, p,-,+2k+l] and j>,2k}. (Some of the cells in the 
floor of Ck are not in C,.) Note that for k # k’, the floors of Ck and Ck, have no 
cells in common. The bottom of the froor of Ck is the set of cells 
{M, E QU ) i = pU _ I + 2k + 1 and j k 2k). (The floor of C,O has no bottom.) Finally, 
we distinguish four cells for each k. 
Ok = M2k - I, 2k 2 xk = M p,-i+Zk+l,2k, 
Yk=Mp,-,+2k,2k+,, zk= M p,-1+2k+l,p,-I+Zk+Z, 
The cell z,~ is undefined. The cells x k, y k, and zk are all in the floor of Ck. The 
predecessor of xk is yk and the cell furthest above xk is ok. For all k E [ 1,1, - 11, 
cell zk is the hardest cell to pebble in the floor of C,, in the sense that if that floor is 
pebble-free at some time t and at time t’ > t there is a pebble on zk then during the 
interval [t, t’] every cell in the floor must be pebbled. 








\ f--k (PO.1 rows) 
FIG. 6. The matrix Q“. Submatrix C,” and a typical submatrix, Ckr for k i e,, are shown. The floors 
of C,,r and Ck are shaded. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Every cell in Q’ has weight greater than 1 so the theorem 
is true for a = 1. Fix a > 2, and assume by induction that any partial strategy for 
QuP1 has weight at least a - 1. We shall show that partial strategies for Q’ must 
have weight at least a. 
Consider any fixed partial strategy for Q’. Let predicate P(k) denote the follow- 
ing statement. 
There exist times 1, and t, with t, < t2 such that: 
1. At time t, the pebble configuration on Ck is partial and there is no pebble 
on xk. 
2. At time t, there is a pebble on xk. 
3. At all times in the interval [tl, t2] and for all iE [k + 1, Z,] there is at least 
one pebble in the floor of C;. 
CLAIM. If the weight of the partiaI strategy for Qa is less than a, and for some 
k E [ 1, Z,] predicate P(k) is true, then there is a k’ E [ 1, k - 1 ] such that P(k’) is true. 
Proof: Assume k E Cl, Z,], P(k) is true, and the partial strategy for Q’ has 
weight less than a. Let t, be the first time in [tl, tJ that a pebble is placed on xk. 
The predecessor of xk is yk so y, has a pebble at time t,. Let t,, be the latest time in 
[t,, tx] that there is no pebble in the bottom row of Ck. A partial strategy for Ck 
must take place during the interval [to, t,], and at all times in [to + 1, t,] there is a 
pebble in the bottom row of Ck. By the induction hypothesis there is a time 
571’3632 
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t, E [to + 1, f .] when the weight of the pebbled cells in Ck is at least a - 1. (We may 
assume that t, # to, for the move made at time t,, + 1 must place a pebble on a cell 
in the bottom row of C, and therefore the weight of the pebbled cells in C, at time 
t, + 1 is greater than the weight at time to.) Every cell in the channel of QU has 
weight greater than 1, so the channel of QU above Ck must be pebble-free at time t, . 
Otherwise the weight of the pebbles in the channel above Ck together with the 
weight of the pebbles in C, would be at least a. 
Let q=max(O,k-+p,_,--1). For all iE[l,q] cell zi is in the channel of Q“ 
above Ck. For all i E [q + 1, k - 1 ] the bottom of the floor of Ci has a cell that is 
above xk. 
At time t, cell uk does not have a pebble (since it is in the channel above C,) and 
at time t, that cell does have a pebble (since it is above xk and a pebble is placed 
on xk at that time). So by Lemma 8 there are times r0 < T, < . . . < ty such that 
To = t,., Ty < t .x 3 and for i E [ 1, q] a pebble is placed on the channel cell zi at time T,. 
Label each Ci, for in [ 1, k - 11, either good or had, as follows. If i> q then C, is 
good provided that its floor contains at least one pebble throughout the interval 
[tc, t,], and is bad otherwise. If i< q then Cj is good if its floor contains at least 
one pebble throughout the interval [tc, ti i] and is bad otherwise. 
Suppose C, is good for all iE [ 1, k - 1). Then at time t,. the floors of C, for all 
i E [ 1, q] have pebbles, and these floors have no cells in common with Ck. Also, by 
condition (3) there is at time t,. a pebble in the floor of Ci, for all i E [k + 1, Z,], 
and these floors also have no cells in common with Ck. All of these pebbles 
are on diagonals in [l, pap, + 31, so all contribute a weight of at least 
S/((p,- i + 4) ln*(p,_ i + 4)). The number of these pebbles is q + 1, -k > 
4Pa- pU _ i - 1 >, i(pU _, + 4) ln2(p, _, + 4), so the total weight of the pebbled cells 
outside of C, at time t,. is at least 1. Together with the weight of at least a - 1 due 
to the pebbles in C,, this gives a total weight for Q” at time t,. of at least a, con- 
tradicting the assumption. 
So there is at least one i E [ 1, k - l] such that Ci is bad. Let k’ be the greatest 
integer in [ 1, k - l] such that C,, is bad. There are two cases to consider. 
1. k’ > q. Let t3 be a time in [tc, t,] at which the floor of Ck. is pebble-free. At 
time t, all cells above xk have pebbles because a pebble is placed on xk at that time. 
Among these cells is u = MP,_, + 2kr + ,, 2k in the bottom of the floor of Ck,. Cell u has 
no pebble at time t, so a pebble must be placed on it at some time t, E [t3, t,]. 
Since u is in an odd row and since the floor of Ck, is pebble-free at time t, the cell 
xk, must be pebbled at some time t, E [t3, t,]. 
2. k’ <q. Let t, be a time in [t,, TV,- ,] at which the floor of C,, is pebble- 
free. At time zkf > t,, a pebble is placed on cell zk,. So there must be a time 
t, E [t3, tkr] at which a pebble is placed on xkc. 
In either case there is a time interval [t,, t4] such that the floor of Cks is pebble-free 
at time t, and a pebble is placed on xk, at time t4. 
For iE [max(k’, q) + 1, k - l] each Ci has a pebble on its floor throughout the 
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interval [t3, f4 J, because Ci is good and [t3, t4] c [t,, t,]. Also, for each 
iE [k’ + 1, q] the floor of Cj has a pebble throughout the interval [c~, t4] because 
C, is good and [t3, f4] E [tc, TV- r 1. Thus the floor of Cj has a pebble throughout 
the interval [t3, r,] for all in [k’ + 1, k - 11. The floor of Ck has a pebble 
throughout the interval [t3, t4] because [f3, f4] & [to + 1, t,] and by definition of 
t, the floor of Ck contains a pebble throughout the latter interval. By condition (3), 
for every ig [k + 1,1,] the floor of Ci contains a pebble throughout the interval 
[t3, t4], because that interval is contained in [tr, t2]. Thus for all iE [k’+ 1, I,] 
there is a pebble in the floor of Ci throughout the interval [tX, t4]. Using the sub- 
stitutions t, +- t, and t, t t,, P(k’) is true. 1 
Let [0, tr] be the time interval during which the partial strategy is carried out on 
Q’. Then at time t, = 0 the configuration on C,n is partial, since the bottom row of 
C, is a subset of the bottom row of Q”. At some later time t, E [t,, r,] cell x,* must 
be pebbled, since it is in the bottom row of QO. Thus P(I,) is true. (The last con- 
dition is satisfied vacuously.) 
Assume that the partial strategy on Qa has weight less than a. Then by iterating 
the claim at most 1, - 1 times we conclude that P( 1) is true. Applying the claim 
once more we conclude that there is a k’ E [ 1, 0] such that P(k’) is true, but the 
interval [l, 0] is empty so a contradiction is reached. Thus any partial strategy for 
Q” must have weight a or more. 1 
COROLLARY. For all p, any matrix strategy for Mp requires weight at least 
d In p/in In p. 
Proof: A straightforward proof by induction shows that 
pad a3u, for all a > 2. 
From this we obtain 
a, lnp, 
31n In pa’ 
Let p be an arbitrary integer greater than p2. Let a be the largest integer such 
that p, <p. It is easy to verify that for any i > 2 we have pi+, < p?, so pa > &. The 
first p, rows of A@’ make up a submatrix equivalent to Mpa, so strategies for Mp 
require weight at least a. We have 
ln P, ln P 
a ’ 31n In pa ’ -’ 61n In p 
For any positive integer p dpz = 12 the expression &In p/in In p is less than 8, but 
any matrix strategy has weight at least w, > 8. So the bound holds for all p. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a positive integer and let n = r(p+ 2) ln2(p+ 2)l. Then 
bw(G,) = O(n) and b(G,) = a(n log n/log log n). 
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Proof: Lemma 1 shows that bw(G,) = O(n). Lemma 7 and the corollary to 
Theorem 1 imply that b(G,) = SZ(n log n/log log n). 1 
In fact we have bw(G,) = O(n) and b(G,) = O(n log n/log log n). Block B,, z of G, 
contains as a subgraph a pyramid graph with more than Sn vertices at its base, so 
Klawe’s result [S] implies that bw(G,)= Q(n). Wilber [13] proved that 
b( G,) = O( n log n/log log n). 
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